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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Over the past few decades, technology has stepped up the level of 

support it provides for managing the whirlwind of freight pricing 

and routing that powers global freight. Specifically, freight Rate 
Management Systems (RMS) addressed the complexity and lag that 
slows sales and bookings between carriers, forwarders and shippers. 

 

It worked. RMSs have become an increasingly vital aspect of the 
forwarder tech stack, enabling quicker time to quote, more accurate 

pricing, automated processes and online (no-touch) sales. 
 

But it’s time to take a step back and reassess; the ultimate goal of 

RMS is not rate management or even digital sales. 

 

RMSs exist to maximize efficiency and customer satisfaction. As 
carriers digitize supply and make it accessible in real-time; as 
forwarders support increasingly sophisticated supply chains; and as 

shipper expectations change, the goal is end-to-end digital freight.  

This new form of digital logistics would entail digital pricing ingestion 

enabling zero latency pricing, reflecting real-time capacity and 
eBookings, leading to guaranteed space on a specific vessel, higher 
reliability, more predictable revenue and improved communication 

across the entire freight value chain.

 

Strides in Digital Air Cargo (DAC) and in trucking platforms that sell 
real-time capacity demonstrate that this goal is attainable across 

modes. As multimodal freight moves towards this goal and as more 
rate data is communicated by Application Programming Interfaces 
(APIs), we will witness the gradual death of the rate sheet, and the 
adoption of end-to-end digital freight.

Learn more about selling freight online

Request our multi-report package for online 
freight sales

Download here

https://digitalaircargo.com/
Eytan Buchman
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RMSs can also handle complex pricing and routing (combining modes, 
such as a door to door request), automate pricing and quoting, show 
prices alongside integrated market benchmarks, and enable eBooking. 

They can also provide business intelligence on what’s selling, and 

make real-time automated sell rate adjustments, all through a       

user-friendly interface.

The time saved by a sales team with instant rate search and quotation 

building can increase team efficiency by as much as 86%, with fewer 

errors and better data accuracy compared to building quotes manually. 

Faster quoting means better customer experience (CX) by providing 
more customers with quotes when they want them. And – especially 
when combined with a customer-facing online sales channel – this 
has been shown to increase win rates by up to 5%.*

* Efficiency estimates are based on feedback from forwarders using Accelerate and 
Vista by WebCargo for rate management and online sales.

If you're working the shipping desk, an online 

sales portal demystifies the process for customers. 
Happy customers are loyal customers, and with 
online sales, we get quotes to our customers in 
minutes, quickly and easily.

- Philip Curran, Director of Finance
Cargo Overseas

RATE MANAGEMENT: A MEANS TO AN END

Regardless of mode, the proper parsing and management of freight 
rates is the first step in connecting carriers, forwarders and shippers. 
 

Most RMSs initially created a single source of truth for rate access, 
typically with manual or automated ingestion of the complex tariffs 
and their surcharges. Many followed by creating multimodal quoting 

on top of that. This extended to enabling quote delivery to customers. 

RMSs became the baseline for enabling reliable freight sales that 

ensure accurate, all-in pricing, market-relevant profit margins, optimal 
routing, and satisfied customers, replacing steps executed by Excel, 
PDFs, emails or phone, stretching lead times to days.

RMSs emerged to make rates sent from carriers to forwarders 
accessible and easily comparable; speed-up the process of identifying 

costs, building quotes, and ultimately closing sales; and improve 

processes for operations. They help increase revenue by increasing 

coverage and the volume of quotes provided, and through improving 

the shipper experience.

RMSs have gotten better and more sophisticated each year. Good 

ones have invested in processes and automations to make rate 

uploads easy and fast even for multi-modal. AcceleRate by WebCargo, 
for example, can now upload most rates within four hours. 

https://www.webcargo.co/accelerate/
https://www.freightos.com/resources/the-freight-rate-management-handbook/
https://www.freightos.com/resources/the-freight-rate-management-handbook/
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BUT THE ULTIMATE GOAL IS EFFICIENCY AND CX – 

NOT RATE MANAGEMENT

But zoom out - the goal is efficiency and CX, not rate management. 
Rate management is really just one part of a much broader tech stack 
that’s ultimately supposed to maximize efficiency and satisfaction. 

And as the pandemic year has shown, in times of volatility, lines of 

communication fail to keep up with facts on the ground, leading to 

quotes with rates that are no longer valid or for capacity that’s no 

longer available – and to frustrated customers. In other words, the 
challenge - and opportunity - has shifted from internal forwarder 

efficiency to unlocking better external connectivity with both 

carriers and customers.

 

Even logistics providers with RMSs enabling instant quotes and low-
touch digital sales are often writing checks they can’t cash. Digital 

sales is not the same thing as true eBooking: as long as rates are 

not linked to real-time visibility of capacity, bookings are not linked to 

actual space, meaning the final price and timeline are not sure things. 

Better rate management has been key to the steady growth in the 

number of top ocean carriers and freight forwarders providing 

instant online freight quotes through digital sales portals. At least 
fifteen offered instant quotes for at least one mode in 2020, while in 
2015 that number was zero. Top forwarders like Kuehne+Nagel and 
Agility now offer instant quotes for LCL, FCL and air shipments. 

Many forwarders who do not offer instant quotes are leveraging RMS 
in the back office to cut down manual request for quote response 
times from an average of five days in 2019 (with some taking as long 

as nineteen days) to about two business days in 2020.

RMS-enabled solutions to date: Progress in downstream connectivity 

RMSs evolved from providing forwarders with a single source of pricing truth, to 

enabling instant back office quotes, to powering low-touch automated online quotes 
directly to customers. 

No direct 
integration

https://www.freightos.com/resources/evolving-landscape-the-state-of-digital-freight-2021/
https://www.webcargo.co/horizon/
https://www.webcargo.co/vista/
https://www.freightos.com/resources/state-of-digital-freight-2019/
https://www.freightos.com/resources/evolving-landscape-the-state-of-digital-freight-2021/
https://www.freightos.com/resources/negotiations-and-uncertainty-ocean-contracts-during-corona/
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PROGRESS IN DIGITIZED SUPPLY AND RATES VIA API

The top ocean carriers understand that this shift is crucial, and in fact 

are the ones laying the essential groundwork by making the underlying 

supply visible. Maersk already offers spot quotes and online bookings on 
specific sailings through Maersk Spot and Twill, and Hapag-Lloyd likewise 
lists specific sailings for quotes and bookings through their Quick Quotes 
solution – all enabled by digitized supply data.
 

And carriers are also already making inroads in automatically 

communicating FCL rates directly to forwarders via API connectivity, 
with nearly all of the top ten ocean carriers already having or building a 

direct feed rate API. 

Maximized efficiency and CX, then, would mean instant quotes 
and eBookings for a final price and an actual sailing, which will 
require real-time communication of rates and operational data.

As carriers and forwarders continue to implement digital tools to 
become more agile, and as shipper expectations change and they 
become more sophisticated, better informed and want to move faster, 

the tool connecting the three has to move faster as well. And this will 
mean the death of the rate sheet and rate management as we know it.

As pricing APIs proliferate, rates will be shared in real time, enabling the end-to-end 
connection of carriers, forwarders and shippers, and linking rates to actual capacity. 

APIs will enable end-to-end digital connectivity

84%

API as Rate Sheet Killer

Y-o-Y drop in one carrier’s monthly rate sheets processed by WebCargo 
after the carrier’s rate API launch

 

Consolidators like ECU Worldwide, Vanguard, Shipco and Carotrans 
already offer APIs for LCL rates, sales and booking functionality to 
their forwarder (and BCO) customers. 
 

But despite the progress, most ocean rates communicated by API 
are still static, and are not linked to actual capacity. And the move to 
dynamic rates and capacity is when the game really changes.

https://www.freightos.com/resources/digital-carrier-benchmarking-2019/
Eytan Buchman
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CASE STUDY: LESSONS FROM THE EARLY DAYS OF 

DIGITAL AIR CARGO 

Major strides in Digital Air Cargo (DAC) already show that a shift away 
from manual rate ingestion is possible, and for some forwarders the 

air cargo rate sheet may already be a dying breed. It also provides 

some hints for how customer access can change as well. 

 

WebCargo’s DAC platforms connect carriers and forwarders to make 

rates searchable and bookable via API connections from carriers. DAC 
automatically makes static contract or spot rates visible, searchable 

and bookable. But the real value of DAC is in its digitized capacity, 
which enables dynamic rates that can be booked online for actual 
space on a specific vessel - the gold standard for digital freight.

 

And with the extreme volatility that has characterized the air cargo 
market since the start of the pandemic, forwarders and carriers have 

been eager for real-time access to rates and capacity.

 

Since January 2020, the share of global air cargo capacity that 
carriers have made available online spiked from less than 10% 
to nearly 26%, and the number of monthly eBookings made by 

forwarders with the more than twenty airlines that offer their real-
time capacity on WebCargo shot up more than 30x. 

Digitized Air Cargo Capacity and eBooking Growth
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Digitized Air Cargo Capacity and eBooking Growth

Upon launching with WebCargo, Qatar Airways 
immediately started receiving many eBookings 
from small and large forwarders across multiple 
countries. Since then our eBooking volumes keep 
increasing and we are seeing an impressive level 
of adoption from our customers.

- Guillaume Halleux, Chief Cargo Officer
Qatar Airways

https://www.webcargo.co/
Eytan Buchman
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New features enabling forwarders to display dynamic rates through 
their own shipper-facing online portals will only increase the volume 

and speed of the quoting process. 

As is already being accomplished in air, this shift to digitized capacity 
and API connectivity sharing dynamic rates in real time will mean the 

(welcome) death of the rate sheet for other modes as well. 

 

The redefinition of rate management will usher in real-time upstream 
connectivity communicating dynamic rates based on real time capacity 

from carriers to forwarders. This leap in turn will enable better 

downstream connectivity between forwarders and shippers, enabling 

instant, true eBookings. Dynamic capacity and rates could mean not 

only better utilization for carriers but also better pricing, reliability, 
and experience for forwarders and shippers. 

The Freightos Group
®

 provides the digital backbone for the 

logistics industry. 

Freightos.com, the world’s largest online freight marketplace, 

makes global trade frictionless by helping importers and 

exporters reduce logistics spend and save time with instant 
comparison, booking and management of air, ocean and land 

shipments from top logistics providers. 

WebCargo by Freightos empowers carriers and logistics 

providers around the world to automate freight sales and 

booking. With powerful rate management, automated pricing, 

and online freight sales, over 2,000 logistics service providers 
and carriers use WebCargo technology, such as multi-billion 
dollar companies like Panalpina, Lufthansa and Nippon Express. 

Freightos Data has accumulated the world’s largest global 

database of multimodal freight rates, providing industry 

transparency with the Freightos Baltic Index. 

Founded by serial entrepreneur Zvi Schreiber, Freightos Group 

is a logistics technology pioneer with a worldwide presence, and 

has raised $94.4 million from leading venture funds, 
including GE Ventures.Learn more about selling freight online

Request our multi-report package for online 
freight sales

Download here

https://www.freightos.com/
https://ship.freightos.com/
https://www.webcargo.co/
https://fbx.freightos.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zvi_Schreiber
Eytan Buchman


